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Abstract
During the first half of the 17th century, logarithms were taught by some professors in Spain, but knowledge of this subject
remained scanty until the publication of Architectura civil by Juan Caramuel (1678) and especially of Trigonometria española by
José Zaragoza (1672). Logarithms were considered only as an aid for computation up to the second half of the 18th century. Only
when the infinitesimal calculus became more widely spread in Spanish mathematics, analytical interpretations of logarithms were
also taken into account in books such as Elementos de matemáticas by Benito Bails (1776).
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Resumen
Durante la primera mitad del siglo XVII, los logaritmos fueron explicados por algunos profesores en España, pero su
conocimiento fue escaso hasta que se publicó la Architectura civil de Juan Caramuel (1678) y, sobre todo, la Trigonometria
española de José Zaragoza (1672). Hasta la segunda mitad del siglo XVIII los logaritmos se consideraron únicamente como unos
auxiliares que facilitaban el cálculo. Sólo cuando en las matemáticas españolas se generalizó el cálculo infinitesimal, se incluyeron
también interpretaciones analíticas de los logaritmos en libros como los Elementos de matemáticas de Benito Bails (1776).
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study the way in which logarithms were introduced into mathematical books and manu-
scripts written in Spanish. We will not investigate the emergence of logarithms, but merely analyze the transmission of
this mathematical theory to the Spanish-speaking scientific community and, in so doing, comment on the mathemat-
ical developments that took place during the 17th and 18th centuries. For a general history of logarithms, the reader
may consult Naux [1966, 1971].
✩ Paper presented at the symposium “Speciation in Science: Historical-Philosophical Studies on the Emergence and Consolidation of Scientific
Disciplines,” held in Beijing as part of the XXII International Congress of History of Sciences.
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its. Logarithms were originally developed by John Napier1 (1550–1617) in his works entitled Mirifici logarithmorum
canonis descriptio (1614) and Mirifici logarithmorum canonis constructio (1619). Napier defined them thus:
The Logarithme therfore of any sine is a number very neerely expressing the line, which increased equally in the meane
time, whiles the line of the whole sine decreased proportionally into that sine, both motions being equal-timed, and the
beginning equally swift.2
However, to calculate his table of logarithms Napier used a relation between geometric and arithmetic progressions
instead of this definition. His logarithms were not what we now refer to as Napierian, or natural, logarithms, but were
given by
NapLogx = 107 ln 10
7
x
.
Henry Briggs (1561–1630) improved on this definition by considering the elements of the arithmetic progression of
natural numbers, n, as the logarithms of the geometric progression 10n, and thus defining our common logarithms.
He published the first tables of decimal logarithms in his book Logarithmorum chilias prima (1618). For logarithms
defined as a correspondence between an arithmetic and a geometric progression we have in general
LogA · B = LogA + LogB − Log 1.
Since for common and natural logarithms Log 1 = 0, the logarithm of the product of two numbers is equal to the sum
of the logarithms of these numbers.
The practical advantages of this invention led to a rapid spread of the knowledge and use of logarithms throughout
Europe. In Germany, they were promoted by Johannes Kepler (1571–1630) through his work Chiliades logarithmorum
(1624). In France, Denis Henrion (c. 1580–c. 1640) published his Traité des logarithmes (1626). In the Low Countries,
Adrian Vlacq (1600–1667) improved Briggs’s tables with his Arithmetica logarithmica sive logarithmorum chiliades
centum (1628), and in Italy, Buenaventura Cavalieri (1598–1641) proposed new applications of logarithms in his text
entitled Directorium generale uranometricum in quo trigonometriae logarithmicae fundamenta (1632). In this article
we will show that the way in which logarithms were introduced in Spain is quite different from the rest of Europe.
2. The first mention of logarithms in 17th-century Spanish mathematical texts
When logarithms appeared, mathematics was in decline in Spain. During the second half of the 16th century,
King Philip II had created a number of scientific positions at his court, including those of Piloto Mayor and of
Cosmógrafo Real.3 He had also founded an Academy of Mathematics to encourage the study of applied mathematics
and astronomy. During this period, these subjects were also studied in certain universities.4 However, during the last
decades of the 16th century, their popularity began to decline such that by 1627 the university chairs had become
vacant and the positions at the Academy of Mathematics, as well as the post of Royal Cosmographer, began to be
1 In Spanish Napier is more often referred to as Neper.
2 Napier [1616, 4–5]. Napier defines the logarithm by means of a correspondence between the lengths of two segments varying with time. The
first one initially measures the whole sine, that is, the radius of the base circle, and its length decreases with an acceleration proportional to its length.
The second starts from zero and its length grows in a uniform way. In Napier’s definition, the segments correspond to a number and its logarithm,
respectively. It should be noted that Napier defined the logarithm for the sine, rather than for numbers or lengths of segments, because he thought
logarithms would be used mostly for trigonometric calculations. In the 17th and 18th centuries the sine, cosine, tangent, and other trigonometric
quantities were considered as straight lines or segments in a circle of a given big radius, for instance 107, and not as ratios or functions. For this
reason they will frequently be referred to as “lines” in this article.
3 The “Piloto Mayor” (First Pilot) was responsible for the training of new pilots and for the precision of maps. The “Cosmógrafo Real” (Royal
Cosmographer) was in charge of gathering information about navigation and the geography of the colonies. They had to be good mathematicians
and astronomers. Both positions were associated with the Royal Council of Indies.
4 An evaluation of mathematics in 16th century Spain can be found in Rey Pastor [1934].
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as and when needed. As a result, the Jesuits played a key role in the spread of mathematics in 17th-century Spain,
but they could not satisfy all of the monarchy’s needs. Since the army and the navy, in particular, required qualified
professionals with a knowledge of mathematics and the Jesuits were unable to fulfil these needs, the teaching of
mathematics and military arts began to be carried out within the armed forces—albeit in quite a disorganized way.5
Thus it was that the Jesuits, gunners, military architects, and astronomers were the first people to introduce logarithms
in the Iberian Peninsula.
The first reference to logarithms in a Spanish book occurs in the preface of a translation of Euclid’s Elements
(Alcalá, 1637) by Luis Carduchi6:
I wish (naturally) that this my work shall appear worthy, and also that it may prove useful; should it be so, I shall be
encouraged to publish [ . . . ] the logarithms I have translated from the French and incorporated.7
Carduchi does not say which French book on logarithms he had translated, but it was probably Traité des loga-
rithmes (Paris, 1627) by Henrion, who, like Carduchi, was a teacher of mathematics and fortification. This book was
never published and its manuscript has yet to be located.
Further evidence that logarithms were known and taught in Spanish during the mid-17th century comes from the
highly erudite, although somewhat elementary, arithmetic course devised by the Scottish Jesuit, Hugh Sempil.8 One
manuscript entitled La arithmética común y decimal y algebra del P. Hugo Sempil escocés de la Compañía de Ihesús
remains. On the first page the author states that he began writing on January 1, 1646, but the text contains references
to events that occurred in 1648 and the work remains unfinished. It is likely, therefore, that it was written little by little
and that the author died prior to its completion. In the prologue, Sempil states:
For the benefit of the Spanish nation [ . . . I include . . . ] all the finery and jewels that have been invented by foreign nations,
such as Decimal Arithmetic, which saves much time that would otherwise be spent on fractions, and the logarithms through
which we add and subtract that which the ancients did by multiplying and dividing.9
Indeed, when Sempil explains how to multiply, divide, obtain the root, or perform the rule of three, with whole
numbers or with fractions, he proposes the use of logarithms to simplify the calculations and gives examples that
employ, among other methods, vulgar or common logarithms with seven decimal places. For theoretical explanations,
he refers his readers to a chapter on logarithms which never saw the light of day.
In order to facilitate arithmetical operations Sempil proposes the use of the “logocanon,” which was a kind of
Gunter scale or a slide-rule for logarithmic calculation.10 Sempil often quotes Napier—“The baron Juan Nepero,
Scotch in blood and cleverness”—and refers not only to his logarithms but also to his Rabdologiae (1617) and his
5 On Spanish mathematics during the 17th century, see Navarro-Brotons [1996] or Dou [1990]. For more information about science and technol-
ogy in Spain during this period, see Lopez Piñero [1979], and for the diverse opinions that have existed on the reasons for the decline of science in
Spain and the dimension of this decadence, see García Camarero [1970].
6 Born in Madrid, but of Italian origin, Carduchi studied with Julio César Firrufino, holder of the Chair of Mathematics accountable to the Chief
of Artillery of the Kingdom. Carduchi worked as an engineer and devised a plan to make the River Tajo navigable from Madrid to Lisbon, for which
he drew up several well-designed plans. His translation of the Elements was well received, although it did not improve on the earlier translation by
Zamorano. Carduchi was the director of an academy of mathematics and fortification in Madrid and died there in 1657.
7
“Deseo (claro está) que este mi trabajo parezca bien, y sea de utilidad; que siéndolo me animaré a imprimir [ . . . ] los logaritmos que he traducido
del Francés y añadido” [Carduchi, 1637, preface (unpaginated)]. All translations into English are our own.
8 Sempil was a mathematics teacher at the Imperial College of Madrid, which belonged to the Society of Jesus. Born in Scotland in 1596,
he joined the Jesuits in 1615 and was assigned to the Province of Toledo. In Madrid he was director of the Scots’ Seminary, taught courses on
mathematics and acted as royal adviser on technical matters. He died in Madrid in 1654. His publications include Exercitia mathematica (Madrid,
1642), a book on elementary geometry and operations between segments, and De mathematicis disciplinis (Antwerp, 1635), in which he discussed
the nature of mathematics, its usefulness and its relationship to other sciences [see Navarro-Brotons, 1994, 141–142].
9
“Para beneficio de la nación Española [. . .] todos los atavíos joyas y galas, que han inventado las naciones extranjeras, como son la Arithmetica
Decimal, que nos ahorra mucho tiempo que gastamos en quebrados, los logaritmos por donde obramos sumando y restando lo que los antiguos
hicieron multiplicando y partiendo” [Sempil, 1646–1648, fol. 1r.].
10 The Gunter scale was proposed by Edmund Gunter in his Description and Use of the Sector, Cross-staff and Other Instruments (London, 1624).
It is a large plane scale engraved with various straight lines on both sides. On one side the lines of chords, sines, tangents, rhumbs, etc. are placed,
and on the other side the corresponding artificial or logarithmic ones. The Gunter scale was used to solve problems in navigation or trigonometry.
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Briggs’s logarithms and not those of Napier.12
Although, as we have seen, certain teachers in Spain were familiar with logarithms during the first half of the 17th
century, there was no reference to them in Spanish books of pure or applied mathematics prior to 1670. During this
period theoretical texts were rare, were written in Latin, and dealt mostly with Greek geometry.13 The use of loga-
rithms was absent from these treatises as well as from textbooks on arithmetic or geometry. Neither were logarithms
found in Spanish books of applied mathematics dedicated to commercial calculations, in those concerning “the art
of navigation,” or in books about the military art, surveying, or architecture. The only known exception to this is a
book entitled Arquitectura militar (Mallorca, 1664) by Vicente Mut,14 who was known principally as an astronomer.
In this book, without any previous explanation, decimal logarithms are used to calculate certain distances, areas, and
volumes relating to various problems concerning the raising of fortifications. Mut was not the first Spanish astronomer
to use logarithms, however. In Mexico, Brother Diego Rodríguez also devoted himself to astronomy and was the first
scholar in the New World to write about logarithms, in a manuscript that remains unpublished.15
3. Logarithms in the mathematical works of Juan Caramuel and José Zaragoza
In the 1670s—as a result of the writings and teachings of the Cistercian, Juan Caramuel, and the Jesuit, José
Zaragoza—logarithms began to be incorporated into mathematical treatises published in Spanish. Juan Caramuel16
was interested in all fields of knowledge and published around seventy works on philosophy, theology, ethics, physics,
linguistics, and mathematics,17 among other subjects. He also left several manuscript texts. His two key mathemat-
ical books are Mathesis biceps (Campagna, 1670, 2 vols.), written in Latin, and Architectura civil recta, y obliqva
(Vigevano, 1678, 3 vols.) in Spanish. The latter was more influential because many practical mathematicians in Spain
did not know Latin, but the contents of the two books are similar. We will first discuss Architectura civil, whose
section on logarithms is a summarized translation of the corresponding chapters of Mathesis biceps, giving special
importance to the application of logarithms in architecture.
In Architectura civil, Caramuel ascribes great significance to logarithms. In the introduction he stresses their im-
portance:
11 The “Almario” was a box containing two hundred bars with numbers, similar to Napier’s rods, ordered in a series of layers. By placing some
of the bars in a particular arrangement on the surface on top of the box, the multiplication of two large quantities (according to Sempil up to
2,000,000,000) could be carried out. The “Almario” is also explained in Napier’s Rabdologiae.
12 In his printed books Sempil does not deal with logarithms. He does, however, show his admiration for Napier by mentioning him among the key
mathematicians of the century listed by countries: “2. In Scotia Neperus Logarithmos & Rhabdologiam Excogitat, Ardensonius Omnibus Nervis
Geometriam Adornat. 3. In Angliâ Brigidus Super Neperi Fundamenteis Pulchre Adificat, Gunterus Logocanonem Cudit” [Sempil, 1635, 6].
13 Examples of such theoretical texts were the translations of Euclid’s Elements (1645) and of Apollonius’s Conics (1655) by Claude Richard
(1589–1654), the Mathematicis disciplinis (1635) on the foundations of mathematics by Hugo Sempil, and the De centro gravitatis (1635) by Juan
Carlos Della Faille (1597–1651).
14 Vicente Mut (1614–1687) was a sergeant major, military engineer, historian of Mallorca, and, above all, a renowned astronomer. Mut and José
Zaragoza, who will be discussed below, shared their observations and were the leading Spanish astronomers of the second half of the 17th century.
They both had a good knowledge of logarithms.
15 Brother Diego Rodríguez (1596–1668) was the first professor of astrology and mathematics of the University of Mexico. His text on logarithms,
entitled De los logaritmos y la aritmética, is extant as Ms 1519 in the manuscripts section of Mexico’s National Library. We have not been able to
inspect this manuscript [cf. Cervera, 2005].
16 Juan Caramuel Lobkowitz (Madrid, 1606–Vigevano (Italy), 1682) was the son of an engineer from Luxembourg and a Bohemian noblewoman.
He studied at the University of Alcalá, but soon decided to join the Cistercian order and entered the monastery of La Espina, near Valladolid, where
he studied music with Pedro de Ureña. In 1632, following a brief stay in Portugal, he moved to the Low Countries and spent the remainder of
his career outside the Iberian Peninsula. In Brussels, he became the royal preacher and published several texts attacking Jansen. He moved in the
scientific circles of Flanders and met with some of the most erudite figures in Europe, including Mersenne and Descartes. In 1644 he left the Low
Countries to become abbot at the Duisburg monastery in Germany. From there he moved to Prague, where he took a post as the royal preacher
and governor to the son of Emperor Ferdinand III. In 1653 the Catholic Church condemned Jansen, whose followers counter-attacked by accusing
Caramuel of laxity, prompting the Cistercian to travel to Rome to defend himself. In 1657, in order to distance him from the intrigues of the Vatican,
the Pope appointed him bishop of Campagna and Satriano, in the kingdom of Naples. This cut short Caramuel’s ecclesiastical career and led him
to devote more time to scientific matters. In 1673 he was appointed bishop of Vigevano, a city near Milan, where he died [see Velarde, 1998].
17 For Caramuel’s mathematics, see Garma [1977].
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Ingenious reader, give eternal thanks to God, our Lord, who so as to render your studies easier, saw to it that before your
birth there were logarithms, with which in two lines you might solve that for which the ancients required many.18
Caramuel includes the logarithms among the great discoveries of the Renaissance:
Already discovered are printing, the ship’s compass, gunpowder and, recently, the art of logarithms; and perhaps in the
coming century our knowledge shall come to include the squaring of the circle, the duplication of the cube, perpetual
motion, the perpetual flame, the transformation of metals, and other curiosities which today are sought through much
study and effort.19
One of the four sections that compose the first volume of the Architectura civil is entitled Tratado III en que se enseña
la Logarithmica [Caramuel, 1678, I, 54]. Here Caramuel defines logarithms, saying that “They are numbers that keep
arithmetic proportion and they are counting the geometric jumps of another series of numbers that come together with
them.”20
He briefly presents two types of logarithms. First are those proposed by their discoverer, “Iuan Nepero, illustrious
Mathematician” [I, 56], used by Kepler and Ursinos. According to Caramuel these are characterized by 0 being the
logarithm of the radius of the base circle, which he takes as equal to 1010. The second type of logarithms he presents
is those of Briggs (used by Vlacq, Cavalieri, and Gellibrand), in which the value of the logarithm of the radius is 10.
He warns that, in consequence, “the first ones are going forward and the others backward” [I, 56]. In a table (Fig. 1)
Caramuel compares the logarithms of the powers of 10, from 1 up to 1010, using Napier’s, Briggs’s, and his own
systems. Surprisingly, although he has not previously presented his own type of logarithms (this is developed in
Mathesis biceps, as we will see later on), they now appear in the table.21
Caramuel compares the three different types of logarithms to determine which one is the most useful. He begins
by eliminating those of Napier because “they lack revolution” (“carecen de Revolución” [I, 57]). By that assertion he
means that the mantissas of the logarithm of a number, and that of ten times this number, are very different. Of the
remaining two, he states that normally he would have defended his own system, since “every man is like Narcissus
18
“Ingenieso Lector, da inmortales gracias a Dios nuestro Señor, de que para facilitar tus estudios, permitio que antes que tu nacieses huviesen
Logaritmos, con los quales resuelves en dos lineas, lo que apenas pudieran los antiguos en muchas” [Caramuel, 1678, I, 66].
19
“Se ha hallado la Estampa, la Aguja de marear, la Polvora, y ultimamente el Arte Logarithmica; y quiças en el siglo siguiente se vendra a
saber de la Quadratura del Circulo, la Duplicacion del Cubo, el Movimiento perpetuo, el Fuego perpetuo, la transformacion de los metales, y otras
curiosidades que con gran estudio y fatiga hoy se buscan” [Caramuel, 1678, I, 55].
20
“Son unos Numeros que guardan proporcion Aritmética y con ella van contando los saltos geométricos de otra serie de Numeros que concurren
con ellos” [Caramuel, 1678, I, 56].
21 Contrarily, in Mathesis biceps, Caramuel devotes a substantial part of the section on logarithms to his own discoveries.
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Briggs’s logarithms are used, in architecture, where often the rule of three must be calculated with one of the terms
equal to the number one, the best logarithms “are those of Briggio: and it is these which we shall set out and explain
[see Table IV and V at the end of this Treatise]” [I, 57]. Indeed, the two tables that feature in the text—one for the
logarithms of numbers from 1 to 1000, the other for the logarithms of sines, tangents and secants of angles in the
first quadrant—are tables of common logarithms. However, Caramuel continues to maintain that his own system of
logarithms, in which Log 1010 = 0, is more useful for astronomical calculations, where the radius or sine of the right
angle—whose value is taken as 1010—is often included in the calculations.
The section on logarithms closes with a paragraph on the method of calculating the tables of logarithms proposed by
Napier and by Briggs [I, 58] and with another on the applications of logarithms to arithmetical calculations [I, 64–66].
In other sections of Architectura civil logarithms are used to solve problems of trigonometry, to obtain the dimen-
sions of Platonic bodies, or for certain architectural calculations. It also includes the tables Chilias logarithmorum
musicorum [II, 87] and Scala musica; arithmetic, & logarithmicè chordas dimetiens [II, 88] from Mathesis biceps,
although their use is not explained.
Caramuel’s Latin book, Mathesis biceps, includes in the second volume a long section entitled Sintagma quinta
Logarithmica de numeris & lineis, rationalibus seu artificialibus [Caramuel, 1670, II, 783–920], in which the author
defines logarithms as a correspondence between a geometrical and an arithmetic progression.
He distinguishes between logarithms that are “profluentes” (ascending)—associating these with the names of
Briggs, Vlacq, Cavalieri, and Hérigone—and those that are “refluentes” (descending), mentioning Napier, Ursinus,
and Kepler as their most distinguished proponents. In the chapter Articulus V De logarithmis perfectis [Caramuel,
1670, II, 844] Caramuel himself introduces a new, third type of logarithm, which has already been mentioned above.
These are descending logarithms similar to logarithmic complements,22 and they offer the same advantages as the
latter for divisions and calculations with negative logarithms. Caramuel compares his logarithms with those of Briggs
and Napier and concludes that his are better; in his words, they are “voco perfectos.” In Mathesis biceps Caramuel
includes tables of logarithms—Chilias logarithmorum perfectorum [Caramuel, 1670, II, 850]—and logarithmic tables
of sines and tangents,23 derived in both cases using his own system of logarithms.
Caramuel’s logarithms were an original discovery, but they did not herald an important advance. Among subsequent
Spanish authors, some—such as Tosca, Cerdá, Garcia, Giannini, or Bails—used the logarithmic complement as a
technique to facilitate calculation avoiding negative logarithms, but they did not ascribe great importance to them, nor
did they acknowledge Caramuel as their discoverer.
Particularly noteworthy in Mathesis biceps is the section entitled Articulus VI De logarithmis enharmonicis
[Caramuel, 1670, II, 864], which is devoted to the application of logarithms to music. Here, Caramuel provides two
tables, Chilias logarithmorum musicorum and Logarithmus chorda totus seu máxima, quam in 1024 partes dividimus,
est 0 0000 [II, 866].
Caramuel was well versed in the work of the principal authors on logarithms, among whom mention should be
made of the Englishman Henry Gellibrand,24 whose Trigonometria Britanica (1633) Caramuel claims to follow in
several sections of the part of his book devoted to trigonometry.
A contemporary of Caramuel, José Zaragoza,25 was a well-known Jesuit mathematician and astronomer who wrote
about logarithms in several of his works. The book in which he pays most attention to them is entitled Trigonometria
22 In Caramuel’s system, which is discussed in Naux [1971, 59–62], the logarithm of a number A is defined as 10 – log10 A. Caramuel’s logarithms
of a trigonometric ratio would coincide with their cologarithm [Garma, 1977], but this is not true if sines, tangents and secants are considered as
lines, as was usual in the 17th century.
23
“Realium et artificialium sinuum tangentium, et secantium tabula ad radium 10.000;000,000 cuius refluens logarithmus est 0.00000.00 confor-
mata” [Caramuel, 1670, II, 871].
24 Henry Gellibrand (1597–1637) was a student of Savile’s in Oxford and, in addition to being a friend of Briggs, succeeded Gunter in the Chair
of Astronomy at Gresham College, London. He is famous for his work on terrestrial magnetism. As is stated in its preface, the Trigonometria
Britanica was largely the work of Briggs, who died in 1630, but was edited by Gellibrand.
25 José Zaragoza (Alcalá de Xivert, 1627–Madrid, 1679) studied at the University of Valencia, where he became a doctor of philosophy. In 1651
he joined the Jesuits and taught theology at the Jesuit school in Palma de Mallorca, where he became interested in astronomy. He later taught at
schools in Barcelona and Valencia and was eventually appointed teacher of mathematics at the Colegio Imperial de Madrid, the most prestigious
Jesuit teaching centre in 17th-century Spain. The Queen Mother chose him to be the teacher of the young King Carlos II, and he became one of the
most renowned Spanish mathematicians of the period. He published 14 books, and wrote many other works which survive as manuscripts. He also
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1673). Zaragoza considers logarithms throughout the six chapters of this book and introduces them in a classical
fashion:
Logarithms are a kind of artificial number, which in arithmetic progression correspond to the true numbers of a geometric
progression.26
He distinguishes between “direct” and “retrograde” logarithms, expressing a preference for the former and, among
these, for the decimal logarithms proposed by Briggs and Vlacq. Zaragoza criticizes the logarithms introduced by
Caramuel as being merely the complement of common ones. He also notes how complicated it is to obtain a table of
logarithms from progressions, stating that
All the preceding work receives its recompense through the simplicity and utility of logarithms, this being particularly
admirable in the rule of proportion, the extraction of roots and the invention of proportional means, as well as in the
resolution and transformation of figures and regular bodies.27
In Trigonometria española, logarithms are often used to solve plane or spherical triangles, and their use in as-
tronomical calculations is recommended. In Arithmetica universal (Valencia, 1669)—his treatise on arithmetic and
algebra—Zaragoza also defines logarithms and sets out their properties. He concludes that, provided the logarithm of
1 is equal to 0, logarithms coincide with the exponents of a geometric progression
. . . in such a way that this natural arithmetic progression is an exponent of the geometric one, because its terms reveal and
state the place of the geometric terms in their progression. This is the basis of the Great Art and of logarithms as we shall
see.28
Zaragoza had the idea that logarithms could be defined by means of a functional relationship of the kind y = ax , where
x is the logarithm of y; however, he never managed to develop this idea. He also invented the “Compás harmónico,”
or “harmonic compass,” a kind of Gunter scale that could be applied to music. In the description in his book Fabrica,
y uso de varios instrumentos mathematicos (Madrid, 1675) he explains the usefulness of this instrument in calibrating
the “tetracordo” (the four-stringed lyre) and tuning forks.
Zaragoza was the first author to publish tables of logarithms in Spain, printing a table of common logarithms and
another of logarithms of trigonometric lines in Madrid.29 The two are often found bound together with his book on
trigonometry.
Zaragoza’s writings can be interpreted as a synthesis of what was known in his day about the use of logarithms
as an aid to calculations. He does not seem to have been influenced by any author in particular, although it is known
that when he began his study of mathematics in 1655 he wrote to Kircher30 requesting information about logarithms,
algebra, and the work of Cavalieri31; he may therefore have been influenced by this author. In contrast, any inspiration
from Caramuel can be ruled out, as Zaragoza is rather critical of the latter’s theories.
made a name for himself as an astronomer and collaborated with the Crown in planning engineering works and repairing mines. For more on the
life and work of Zaragoza, see Cotarelo [1635].
26
“Los Logarithmos son ciertos numeros artificiales, que en Progresion Arithmetica corresponden a los numeros verdaderos de una progresion
Geometrica” [Zaragoza, 1672a, 21].
27
“Todo el trabajo antecedente se recompensa con la facilidad, y utilidad de los Logaritmos, que es admirable especialmente en la regla de
proporcion, extracción de reyzes, invención de medios proporcionales; y en la resolución, y transformación de las figuras, y cuerpos regulares”
[Zaragoza, 1672a, 49].
28
“De suerte que esta progresión aritmética natural es Exponente de la geométrica, porque sus terminos exponen y declaran, el lugar que tienen
los terminos Geométricos en su Progresión. Este es el fundamento del Arte Mayor y de los logaritmos como en su lugar veremos” [Zaragoza, 1669,
134–135].
29 Zaragoza [1672b, 1672c].
30 Athanasius Kircher (1602–1680) was a German Jesuit who taught mathematics, physics, and oriental languages at the Collegio Romano. He
published many books on Egyptology, geology, medicine, and other subjects. Kircher was much appreciated by his co-religionists and maintained
correspondence with many scholars from different countries.
31 Navarro-Brotons [1996, 222].
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lived most of his life outside the Iberian Peninsula and was a notable author who has been compared to Descartes
for the importance he gave to mathematics in philosophy, and to Kircher for his interest in many diverse topics. He
had strong ties to the European scientific community but his influence on Spanish mathematics was not as significant
as that of Zaragoza, who taught in Mallorca, Valencia, and Madrid and had many pupils. Zaragoza was one of the
forerunners of the “novatores,” or innovator movement, that arose in Spain at the end of the 17th century. He was
principally in contact with his Jesuit co-religionists in other countries, who were already falling behind in the field of
mathematics due to their persistence in using antiquated methods and not ascribing sufficient importance to the new
infinitesimal methods. Zaragoza’s influence on Spanish mathematics during the following decades was important,
although his interest in logarithms was not as great as that of Caramuel. His most original mathematical work was
Geometria magna in minimis (1674, Toledo),32 in which he introduced the concept of the minimal center of a system
of points and came to results equivalent to Ceva’s theorem.
4. The use of logarithms for computations in Spain at the end of the 17th and beginning of the 18th century
During the final decades of the 17th century and the early part of the 18th century, Zaragoza’s books were used
throughout the Spanish empire by those with an interest in pure or applied mathematics. From 1680 onward, it was
common for good-level Spanish mathematical treatises to include logarithms, or to assume that the reader was familiar
with them. For example, Pedro Ulloa (1663–1721) included them in his book Elementos matemáticos (Madrid, 1706)
and provided a table of logarithms. In Escuela de Palas (Milan, 1693), a work devoted to mathematics and fortifica-
tion, a large part of “Treatise X. On plane, spherical and logarithmic trigonometry” was concerned with logarithms
and followed the teachings of Zaragoza. In other fortification manuals, logarithms were used in calculations but not
explained. José Cassani (1673–1750), for example, made use of them in his Escuela militar de fortificacion (Madrid,
1705), “assuming knowledge of the theorems of trigonometry, and the use of logarithms” [Cassani, 1705, 39] on the
part of the reader. Some arithmetic books also contained sections devoted to logarithms. For example, Juan Bautista
Corachan (1661–1741), in his Arithmetica demostrada theorico-practica para lo mathematico y mercantil (Valencia,
1699), introduced them, explained their properties, and highlighted their importance.
It is believed that Antonio Hugo de Omerique (Sanlúcar de Barrameda (Cádiz), 1634–1698) published a table of
logarithms, Tablas Artificiales (Cádiz, 1691), which has not survived to the present day. In his Analysis geometrica
(Cádiz, 1698, in Latin) he used logarithms in an “Appendix” devoted to trigonometry. Moreover, the book also featured
a work by the Jesuit, Carlos Powell,33 entitled Algorithmus rationum, in which logarithms were presented as a way of
determining geometric ratios numerically.
It should be noted that logarithms were not treated in Spanish nautical treatises during the 17th century, but became
widely used throughout the 18th century. A notable example is that of Pedro Manuel Cedillo (1676–1761), a teacher at
the Colegio de San Telmo in Seville, who applied logarithms in his Trigonometria aplicada a la navegación (Seville,
1717). In his book Navegación especulativa y práctica (Manila, Philippines, 1734), José González Bueno (b. ca.
1670) not only explained the nature of logarithms but also described the production of tables of logarithms; his text
is accompanied by tables similar to those published by Zaragoza. Some time later, Juan Sánchez Reciente, who
succeeded Cedillo at the Colegio de San Telmo, published another Tratado de trigonometria plana general (Madrid,
1739) in which he defined logarithms and explained the procedure for compiling tables of logarithms.34 That the
logarithmic or Gunter scale began to be used by the Spanish navy during the 18th century is demonstrated by the fact
that it features in several treatises on navigation from this period. González Bueno, for example, devotes a chapter to
it.
Logarithms were also used in astronomy at the end of the 17th century, and not only on the Iberian Peninsula or
in Spain’s European holdings. As revealed in Libra astronómica y filosófica (Mexico, 1690), Carlos de Sigüenza y
Góngora applied them readily in Mexico during an argument with the Jesuit Eusebio Francisco Kino concerning the
comet of 1682.
32 This book has been studied in Peñalver [1938] and in Recasens [1992].
33 Carlos Powell (Staffordshire (England), 1660–Gheant (Belgium) 1738) taught at the college, in Cádiz, as well as at other Spanish Jesuit colleges,
for many years. Towards the end of the 17th century he moved to Belgium.
34 Further information on the use of logarithms in 18th-century nautical treatises can be found in Iglesias [2000].
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instruction including a section dedicated to the mathematical basis of the studied technology. During this period
logarithms were employed as a method for simplifying arithmetical or trigonometric operations. However, in books
written in Spanish, except those of Caramuel and some of his followers, logarithms are not valued as a mathematical
concept. This was, perhaps, due to the difficulty of relating them to the geometry of antiquity, which still dominated
Spanish mathematics. In the Theses mathematicas (Cádiz, 1689), which although signed by the young Iñigo Manrique
de Lara (Marquis of Aguilar) was probably written by one of the Jesuits Jacobo Kresa35 or Carlos Powell, a final
comment in the section devoted to logarithms is telling in this regard:
Our conclusion concerning logarithms is that although they serve the purpose of all the operations described, and many
others, none of them is yet true, except for the logarithm of unity; and in trigonometry they are less precise in operations
than are sines.36
It would appear then that Spanish teachers, rooted in classical rigor and cut off from the trend toward infinitesimal cal-
culus (which was beginning to dominate European mathematics), were more concerned at that time with a theoretical
lack of precision of logarithms than with their new powerful applications.
5. The difficulties in extending the utilization of logarithms to other fields of mathematics
The consideration of logarithms as a separate field of mathematical study rather than aids to calculation is related
to the appearance of infinitesimal calculus [Naux, 1971, Chapters 1 to 4]. This occurred particularly because of the
role they played in integrating expressions of the type dx
x
and due to the influence which transcendent expressions of
the form Logx or ex began to have among mathematicians. Moreover, by 1660, Nicolaus Mercator (1620–1687) and
Isaac Newton (1643–1727) [Naux, 1971, 65–71] had already related logarithms to series such as
1
1 + a = 1 − a + a
2 − a3 + · · · ,
ln(1 + x) = x − x
2
2
+ x
3
3
− x
4
4
+ · · · .
In Spain infinitesimal calculus was a late addition to the mathematics being conducted during the 17th and 18th
centuries.37 It is not surprising, therefore, that logarithms were not studied as an object of mathematical analysis until
well into the 18th century. Furthermore, prior to this, Spanish texts contained no mention of questions related to the
logarithmic curve and the logarithmic spiral, which had been introduced by Evangelista Torricelli (1608–1647) in
1647 [Naux, 1971, 35–44], or the logarithmic series established by Pietro Mengoli (1626–1686) prior to 1659 [Naux,
1971, 44–54], and this despite the fact that these theories did not require the full use of infinitesimal formalism. It is
especially surprising that, during the 17th century, no reference was made in Spanish texts to the fact that the areas
of figures delimited by hyperbolas and their asymptotes could be derived by means of logarithms. This property had
been reported by the Flemish Jesuit Grégoire Saint Vincent (1584–1667) in 1647 and its relationship to logarithms was
explained by Alfonso Antonio Sarasa (1618–1667) in 1649.38 There is no doubt that Caramuel, Zaragoza, Kresa, and
Powell were familiar with the work of Saint Vincent. However, the relationship between hyperbolas and logarithms
does not appear in their writings—the result, perhaps, of an attempt to avoid including new theories that were difficult
to explain and which might, therefore, make their writings harder to understand for the target audience. The first work
to break with this trend was Tosca’s Compendio matematico.
35 Jacobo Kresa (Smirschitz (The Czech Republic), 1645–Brno, 1715) was sent to Spain by the Society of Jesus to teach mathematics at the
Imperial College of Madrid. He also taught this subject some years in Cádiz in the service of the Navy. During the Spanish Succession War he was
in favor of the pretender Charles of Habsbourg and when Felipe V became King of Spain he went back to Prague.
36
“Nuestra conclusion de los logarithmos es, que aunque sirven para todas las operaciones dichas, y muchas otras, todavia ninguno es verdadero,
fuera del logarithmo de la unidad: y en la Trigonometria son menos exactos en las operaciones que los senos” [Manrique, 1688, 44].
37 For the introduction of the infinitesimal calculus in Spain see Cuesta Dutari [1985].
38 See Naux [1971, 33–35] for the theories of Saint Vincent, and Burn [2001] for the text of Sarasa.
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work on pure and applied mathematics covers such areas as statics, hydrostatics, architecture, fortification, astronomy,
and navigation.40 It had a great influence among Spanish mathematicians during the first half of the 18th century and
was reprinted on five occasions.
Logarithms are explained in the third volume, in Treatise VII, entitled, “On trigonometry,” which is divided into
six books. The first book introduces trigonometric lines, the second offers a study of logarithms, and the remaining
four books are concerned with solving rectilinear and spherical triangles. The second book, Libro II De los logaritmos
[Tosca, 1757, III, 12–48], is similar to Zaragoza’s treatment in Trigonometria española. However, in the treatise
entitled Tratado VIII De las tres secciones conicas elipse parabola e hiperbola [III, 159–264], and especially in Libro
III De la hiperbola [III, 230–264], the classical introduction, containing numerous quotations from Euclid and some
from Apollonius, is followed by the statement
Proposition XLII. Theorem. If an asymptote is divided into proportional parts, and parallel lines are drawn through the
dividing points to the other asymptote, these lines will be proportional and the spaces between them will be equal.41
From this proposition Tosca deduces
This is the admirable property of the hyperbola demonstrated by the renowned geometry of Grégoire de Saint Vincent,
of the Society of Jesus, in which it can be seen that the parallel lines CF, OM & c. yield the numbers which follow a
geometric progression; and the concave spaces they form are equal, and therefore they yield the logarithms corresponding
to each line.42
Tosca was able to reach this conclusion after a classical introduction of conics because he used the “method of
degenerating figures” to demonstrate, in the preceding proposition, that two hyperbolic segments placed symmetrically
are equal and, therefore, the mixtilinear trapeziums formed between the hyperbola and the asymptote are also equal.43
This idea concerning geometric figures that “disappear” or “degenerate” into others comes from Tacquet’s Geometría
(1656), where it is used to avoid the “method of exhaustion” in the demonstrations of Book XII of Euclid’s Elements.44
This development arrived in Spanish mathematical texts only sixty years after its first publication. During that
period, in Europe the importance of logarithms had already grown as a result of the development of differential and
integral calculus.
6. The relationship between logarithms and infinitesimal calculus in Spanish mathematics
As Tosca’s book shows, the arrival of the 18th century and the accession of a new reigning dynasty in Spain at first
had not significantly affected the state of Spanish mathematics. During the first half of the 18th century, the chairs
of mathematics had remained vacant in almost every university. The Jesuits did little to improve the standing of the
subject in their colleges. The only area in which the level of mathematics improved was in military education. With
the opening of the Academia de Guardiamarinas de Cádiz in 1717 and the Academia de Matemáticas de Barcelona
39 Tomás Vicente Tosca (Valencia, 1651–1723) was a member of the religious order of San Felipe Neri and taught at the University of Valencia,
where he eventually became vice-rector. He published his Compendio matematico (1707–1715) in nine volumes and Compendium philosophicum
(1724) in five volumes.
40 It is thought that his inspiration came from the Cursus seu mundus mathematicus (1674) of Milliet Dechales [Navarro-Brotons, 1985].
41
“Proposicion XLII Theorema Si una asinptota se divide en partes proporcionales, y por los puntos dividentes se trazan paralelas a la otra
asinptota, estas seran proporcionales y los espacios comprendidos entre ellas seran iguales” [Tosca, 1757, III, 260].
42
“Esta es la propiedad admirable de la hiperbola que demostro el insigne geometra el P. Gregorio de S. Vicente, de la Compañía de Jesús en que
se ve que las paralelas CF, OM & c. dan los numeros que van en progresion Geometrica; y los espacios concavos que forman son iguales, y por
consiguiente dan los logarithmos correspondientes a cada linea” [Tosca, 1757, III, 261].
43 To demonstrate this, equal triangles are inscribed that “fill” the curvilinear surfaces. It is then stated that the curved figures will be equal because
these two equal sets of triangles “will come to degenerate into hyperbolic segments such that what remains will be less than any value which may
be assigned, as I showed at the beginning of Book 8 of Geomet. Element, which is number 12 in Euclid; thus, each triangle of a segment being equal
to the one to which it corresponds in the other segment, the segments themselves will be equal (Porism Prior to Propos. 2, Book 12 of Euclid)”
[Tosca, 1757, III, 260].
44 See Navarro-Loidi [2001] for the application of this method in Spanish mathematics and Valente [1993] for its use in the original Flemish texts.
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played an important role. Initially the mathematical tuition on offer was elementary, but by midcentury, individuals
such as the naval officer Jorge Juan (1713–1773) elevated teaching to a standard approaching that in the rest of
Europe.45 Moreover, with the accession of the French Bourbon dynasty to the Spanish throne, some important issues
concerning the development of science in Spain changed. On the one hand, the kings maintained a reformist attitude;
on the other, to study abroad was no longer forbidden to young Spaniards. Relations with French scientists improved,
and the joint expedition to the equator to measure an arc of the meridian was especially important in this regard.
Spanish scientists such as Antonio Ulloa (1716–1795) or Jorge Juan worked together with highly qualified French
professionals including La Condamine (1701–1774), Godin (1704–1760), or Jussieu (1704–1779). As a result of
those and other factors, during the second half of the 18th century Spanish science experienced a renaissance46 and
calculus became a common part of mathematical treatises.
The first Spanish books dealing with the new infinitesimal methods were published in the 1750s. Prior to this,
those interested in mathematical progress had to learn about differential calculus by reading works published in other
countries.47 In Cuesta Dutari [1985] it is argued that the first Spanish mathematical treatise to offer an explanation of
differential and integral calculus (following Wolf and McLaurin) was Curso militar de matemáticas (Madrid, 1756)
by the director of the Academia del Cuerpo de Guardia in Madrid, Pedro Padilla Arcos. This book had a very limited
print run, and so far we have not been able to locate a copy. However, we have been able to examine Cerdá’s Liciones
de matematica (Barcelona, 1758), which was published a mere two years later.
Tomás Cerdá48 was a student of the French scientist Esprit Pezenas and his writings, like those of his master,
followed the work of contemporary English mathematicians and physicists. His published works include Liciones
de matematica, o elementos generales de aritmética y álgebra (1758) in two volumes and Liciones de matematica,
o elementos generales de geometría (1760). Later he printed a mathematics book for artillerymen. In addition, two
manuscripts written by him are preserved at the Real Academia de Historia in Madrid: one concerns mechanics while
the other is a treatise on fluxions which, according to Hernández,49 is a translation of “The Doctrine and Applications
of Fluxions” (London, 1750) by Thomas Simpson.
The final three chapters of the first volume of Liciones de matemáticas are devoted to logarithms. In the preceding
chapters, elementary arithmetic is introduced using an almost modern notation. In Chapter XVIII, entitled De los log-
aritmos en común [Cerdá, 1816, 263], logarithms are defined as a correspondence between arithmetic and geometric
progressions, and this is followed by a description and demonstration of their most common arithmetical properties.
The nature of the logarithmic curve is also explained, and the text sets out the relationship between logarithms and the
area enclosed by a hyperbola and its asymptote.50
Chapter XIX, entitled Sistema de los logaritmos de Briggs [Cerdá, 1816, 273], introduces this kind of logarithm,
establishes the concepts of mantissa and characteristic, and defines logarithmic complements. Although fairly com-
plete explanations are given on how to “read” tables and how to use them to solve common arithmetic problems, no
tables of common logarithms are included.51
45 For more information concerning mathematics in Spain during the first half of the 18th century see Lafuente [1982] or Lafuente and Peset
[1985]. For the Academia de Barcelona see Muñoz Corvalán [2004].
46 For this period see Sellés et al. [1988].
47 The earliest manuscript in the National Library in Madrid dealing with differential calculus and written by a Spaniard, albeit in French, is dated
1717. The author, Francisco de la Torre Argaiz, was a student of the University of Toulouse [Cuesta Dutari, 1985, 113–119].
48 Tomás Cerdá (Tarragona, 1719–Forli (Italy), 1791) joined the Jesuits in 1732. He taught philosophy in Cervera and then, in 1755, was sent
to Marseille to study mathematics with his fellow Jesuit, Esprit Pezenas, who had translated McLaurin’s Treatise of Fluxions into French. Cerdá
returned to Barcelona in 1756 to take up a post teaching mathematics at Cordelles College. In 1764 he moved to Madrid, where he was appointed
teacher to the King’s children and Royal Cosmographer. When Carlos III expelled the Jesuits in 1767, he was deported to Italy, where he died in
1791.
49 [Cuesta Dutari, 1985, 248].
50
“In geometry, in which quantities are given by lines, as in algebra by letters, logarithms are represented by the abscissas, and the corresponding
numbers by the ordinates of a curve which, therefore, is known as logarithmic; or rather, logarithms are given by the areas between the ordinates,
and the numbers by the respective abscissas, as in hyperbolic logarithms” [Cerdá, 1816, 272].
51 The author recommends the “large and small tables of Ulac,” those of Rivard, and those of Sherwin, but states that “the best [ . . . ] are those of
Mr. Guillermo Gardiner” [Cerdá, 1816, 295].
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natural logarithms and their calculation from series.52 Napierian logarithms are introduced as those whose ratio is very
close to unity in the geometric progression, 1 + e, and therefore in the arithmetic progression the term (1 + e)n has
the value n · e, which is its logarithm in this system. It is stated that the properties of these logarithms are analogous to
those of Briggs, but that their tables are more difficult to use than those of the latter. The text describes how to obtain
a number when its hyperbolic logarithm is known, and how to find the natural logarithm of a number.
Thus, a number whose logarithm L is known can be found through the indefinite development of the binomial:
N = (1 + e)n = 1 + ne + n(n − 1)
2
e2 + n(n − 1)(n − 2)
3 · 2 e
3 + · · · .
As n becomes very large, the error due to replacing the expressions n−1, (n−1) · (n−2), . . . by n,n2, . . . respectively
in each of the terms of the series is negligible. In other words,
N = (1 + e)n ≈ 1 + ne + n
2
2
e2 + n
3
3 · 2e
3 + · · · .
Given that ne = L, the number N that one wishes to obtain is equal to the sum of the series
N = 1 + L + L
2
2
+ L
3
3 · 2 + · · · .
In this way, Cerdá deduces the well-known development in series of eL.
For the inverse problem he considers that 1 + e = N1/n. Taking N = 1 + x and replacing 1
n
by m, we get
1 + e = (1 + x)m = 1 + mx + m(m − 1)
2
x2 + m(m − 1)(m − 2)
3 · 2 x
3 + · · · .
For reasons similar to those described above, and due to the fact that m is very small because n is very large, we can
omit in the previous development the addends containing m2, m3, m4, . . . and thus obtain
e = mx − mx
2
2
+ mx
3
3
− · · · .
By multiplying both sides of this equation by n, and given that ne = L and m · n = 1, it follows that
L = x − x
2
2
+ x
3
3
+ · · · , where x = N − 1.
Cerdá considers this series, being “not very convergent,” to be unsuitable for calculating logarithms. Therefore, in
order to find ln 2 he uses the development of the logarithm of N−1
N+1 , which converges more rapidly than the previous
series.
Cerdá’s explanation is quite similar to that of Euler [1748, I, 85–93] in “Caput VII De quantitatum exponential-
ium ac Logarithmorum per Series explicatione.” This demonstrates that around 1758 mathematical information was
reaching Spain more quickly than before.
Cerdá also includes some tables of Napierian logarithms and states that “as they are brief, highly useful and not
usually found among common tables of logarithms, I shall include them here for those with an interest in integral
calculus or the inverse method of fluxions.”53 Though infinitesimal calculation is not developed in this book, Napierian
logarithms are studied to facilitate integration.
52 They are studied in Chapter XX, entitled De los logaritmos hiperbólicos [Cerdá, 1816, 296].
53
“. . . que por ser breve, de suma utilidad y que no se suele encontrar en lo común de las Tablas Logarítmicas pondré aquí para los aficionados al
cálculo integral o al metodo inverso de la fluxiones” [Cerdá, 1816, 303–304].
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logarithm of a number that of its tenfold, because ln 10 = 2.3025281. However, he does not derive the value of “e,”
the base of natural logarithms.
The work of Juan Justo Garcia,54 professor of mathematics at the University of Salamanca at the end of the 18th
century, provides evidence that logarithms were also incorporated into the study of mathematics in universities. His
publications include Elementos de aritmética, algebra y geometría (Madrid, 1782), in which besides as an aid to
arithmetical calculation logarithms are studied as transcendent functions in infinitesimal analysis. This book contains
an explanation of differential and integral calculus and series according to Leibniz and Euler.
Logarithms, defined as a relationship between a geometric progression and an arithmetic one, are one of the subjects
dealt with under algebra. In this initial discussion, only common logarithms are considered. Their algebraic properties
are demonstrated and, in addition to explaining how to use tables, the text illustrates how to apply logarithms to
the calculation of products and divisions. Several problems at the end of this section are solved through exponential
equations. In contrast, even in the discussion of the properties of hyperbolas and their asymptotes in the section
devoted to theoretical geometry, there is no mention of logarithms. They are, however, frequently used in solving
trigonometric problems.
Hyperbolic, or Napierian, logarithms are introduced in the section devoted to analysis and are understood as the
images of the function whose differential satisfies dx = dy
y
. The logarithmic curve is represented by positioning,
along a horizontal axis, a number of segments that behave as an arithmetic progression and, perpendicular to them,
other segments that follow a geometric progression, thus demonstrating that the subtangent for this curve is always
constant. Hence, it is deduced that the derivative of any logarithm is dx = a dy
y
. Exponentials are also introduced and
their differential is obtained by using logarithms.
The problem of calculating Napierian logarithms is addressed by studying series. Thus, the development in series
of ln(a + x) is obtained by integrating the development in series of 1
x+a . As Cerdá did, the logarithms of different
numbers are found through the development in series of the expression ln a+x
a−x . Garcia also obtained the development
in series of the exponential function, using it to find an approximate value for the number e, which he called “c”:
2.7182818.
In Garcia’s Elementos, logarithms are also used to find the area of the figure delimited by a hyperbola, its asymp-
tote and two abscissas, and other quadratures. At the end of the book there are a number of tables which show the
logarithms of numbers and those of trigonometric lines.
Pedro Giannini taught mathematics at the Academia de Artillería in Segovia and published his Curso matematico
(Madrid, 1779) in four volumes, completing it with a separate book entitled Prácticas de geometría y trigonometría
(Segovia, 1784). His work provides evidence that, by the end of the 18th century, logarithms had been introduced into
military teaching as objects of infinitesimal calculus. In the second volume of his Curso, dealing with arithmetic and
algebra, logarithms are introduced as a correspondence between a geometric progression and an arithmetic one, the
focus of study being decimal logarithms. Giannini also explains the properties and applications of logarithms, and
describes how to “read” tables of common logarithms.55
Like Cerdá and Garcia, Giannini introduces hyperbolic logarithms by using series for obtaining the Napierian
logarithms of various natural numbers. In Volume III, devoted to differential and integral calculus, logarithms are
considered as analytic functions.
Giannini makes extensive use of logarithms in the Prácticas. This eminently practical book is concerned with
solving problems related to the measurement of distances, surveying, and leveling and continued to be used in Spanish
military education until well into the 19th century. From a theoretical point of view, this text is greatly inferior to Curso
54 Juan Justo Garcia (Zafra, 1752–Salamanca, 1830) was a student, and subsequently professor, at the University of Salamanca. He revitalized the
teaching of mathematics at this ancient university.
55 The author recommends using the tables of “Marie, Rivaud & c.” [Giannini, 1784, 227], or for greater precision “the large tables of Mr. Ulacq”
[Giannini, 1784, 227]. For finding the number that corresponds to a given logarithm he recommends Dodson’s “The Anti-logarithmic Canon.”
However, he must have felt that these texts were difficult to obtain, since his book, Prácticas de geometría y trigonometría, includes several tables
of logarithms itself.
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which Giannini reiterates the value of logarithms and explains how to use the tables.
The most complete study of logarithms by a Spanish author during the second half of the 18th century was by Ben-
ito Bails.57 His publications comprise the ten-volume Elementos de matemàticas (Madrid, 1772–1787) and the three
volumes of Principios de matemàtica (Madrid, 1776; see 1805 edition). These books could be considered essential
reference material for Spanish mathematicians at the end of the 18th century, as would have been the works of Tosca
during its earlier decades.
The first three volumes of Elementos de matemáticas are devoted to arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry, algebra,
and differential calculus. The next six volumes are concerned with applied mathematics and deal with such subjects
as dynamics, hydrodynamics, optics, astronomy, and civil architecture. Volume X is entitled Tables of logarithms for
all natural numbers from 1 to 20,000, and of logarithms of sines, tangents of all degrees and minutes of the quadrant
of the circle58 (Madrid, 1787). The tables are in fact contained in the second part of this volume [pp. 189–530], but the
first part [pp. 1–188] consists of an important discussion of the theory of logarithms which offers various definitions
of logarithms, proves their properties, and highlights their utility.
First, the author devotes a section to showing “How to use the tables I have published” [Bails, 1787, 1], in which
he points out their advantages in terms of simplifying operations involving products, quotients, and roots. Then Bails
defines logarithms in several ways and for each one sets out, more theoretically, their various properties using the
definition in question.
The first way of defining logarithms is termed Doctrina de los logaritmos por arismetica [Bails, 1787, 37]. Bails
begins this section by studying arithmetic and geometric progressions, and goes on to define logarithms as the terms of
an arithmetic progression in correspondence with the terms of a geometric progression. The second way of introducing
logarithms is derived from what is termed the logarithmic curve.59 To obtain this, Bails proposes to take points along
an axis, starting from a given point A. Over each of these points, segments are then drawn perpendicular to the axis,
measuring 1 at point A; a, a2, . . . for points situated to the right of A and a−1, a−2, . . . for points situated to the left
of A. Once these segments have been drawn, other segments, whose lengths are equal to the geometric means of
the lengths of the end segments, are inserted at the midpoints. If this process is continued indefinitely one obtains
“a polygon with an infinite number of sides, all of which are infinitely small” and this is termed the logarithmic curve.
Bails points out that in order to take a value other than zero for Log 1, the origin must be situated at a different point.
The third approach used by Bails to introduce logarithms is referred to as the Doctrina de los logaritmos por la
logarítmica y la hipérbola [Bails, 1787, 119]. This is based on the idea that logarithms “originate from the quadrature
of the hyperbola” [p. 120] (see Fig. 2).
The fourth way of defining logarithms is set out in the section entitled Aplicación del Análisis a la Doctrina de los
Logaritmos [p. 124]. In this part first Bails takes as the base of a system of logarithms the number ‘a’ that satisfies
Loga a = 1. He then defines the logarithms as the inverse function of the exponential:
So, let “a” be the logarithmic base of a system, and “y” a number, and ax = y, and thus x would be the logarithm of y. It
is obvious that the value of y depends on the value of x.60
With this definition it is always the case that Logc 1 = 0 and Logc(a · b) = Logc a + Logc b. Bails extrapolates this
to other systems of logarithms in which generally Logc(a · b) = Logc a + Logc b − Logc 1. He points out that taking
56
“Tables of logarithms of natural numbers from 1 to 20,000,” “Table of hyperbolic logarithms from 1.00 to 10.00,” “Table of logarithms for sines
and tangents of all minutes of a circle quadrant.”
57 Benito Bails (San Adrián del Besós (Barcelona), 1730–Madrid, 1797) studied in Toulouse and Paris. In 1761 he returned to Spain, and in 1768
he was appointed teacher of mathematics in the San Fernando Academy of Fine Arts. In Madrid he had good contacts and belonged to several
Royal Academies. At the end of his life he was banished to Granada for a year, probably due to his conflict with certain ecclesiastical circles as a
result of his unequivocal support of the Copernican system.
58 Tablas de logaritmos de todos los numeros naturales desde 1 hasta 20000, y de los logaritmos de los senos, tangentes de todos los grados y
minutos del quadrante de círculo.
59 Origen y doctrina de los logaritmos por la curva logarítmica [Bails, 1787, 84].
60
“Sea, pues, a la base logarítmica de un sistema, y un número, y ax = y, y sería x el logaritmo de y. Claro está que el valor de y depende del
valor de x” [Bails, 1787, 124].
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Logc 1 = 10, in order to avoid negative logarithms, is a particular case of this extrapolation, but he does not mention
that Caramuel had been the first defender of this kind of logarithms.
In this section, Bails also considers how to obtain the logarithm of a number through series. He includes an
additional—possibly original—procedure for simplifying the calculations based on a formula which gives the in-
crement, Logn, of the logarithm of a number n, when assigning an increment n to that number:
Logn = Log
(
1 + n
n
)
= M
(
n
n
− 1
2
(
n
n
)2
+ 1
3
(
n
n
)3
− · · ·
)
.
This series converges rapidly if n/n is a sufficiently small value.
He also addresses the inverse problem to the one above in a section entitled Qüestion II Dado un logar-
itmo halla su número [Bails, 1787, 136]. He obtains the following value for the base of Napierian logarithms:
“n = 2.71828 18284 59645 28536 028, this number being highly useful in integral calculus” [p. 137].
At the end of the section devoted to series, Bails turns his attention to trigonometric lines (De las lineas
trigonométricas [p. 147]). He recalls that in Volume II of Elementos he had already shown the development in se-
ries of the sine and, on this basis, he obtains the development in series of the arc whose sine is a given value, as well
as the development in series of the cosine, tangent and co-tangent.
The theoretical part is followed by a large number of tables. The first shows the equivalence in radians to 27 decimal
places of angles given in degrees, minutes, and seconds, while the second contains logarithms to 20 decimal places of
prime numbers from 2 to 1283. Bails then sets out the “Factors of compound numbers which are not divisible by 2,
3 or 5” [Bails, 1787, 202]. These tables enable the logarithm of a number to be obtained more accurately than when
using the following three tables. The first of these is a table of logarithms, to six decimal places, of numbers from
1 to 20,000. The second table gives hyperbolic logarithms, to seven decimal places, of numbers from 1.01 to 10.00.
Finally, there is a “Table of the sines and tangents of the quadrant of the circle, minute by minute” [p. 439], which
is complemented by two further tables giving the differences between the logarithms of sines and tangents [pp. 530–
531]. In the prologue, Bails states that all of his tables are based on those developed by Depacieux, La Caille, Lalande,
and Marie. He then recommends that those who wish to achieve greater accuracy in logarithms use Gardiner’s tables.
In short, Volume X of Bails’s Elementos is a relatively comprehensive treatise on logarithms and the first Spanish
book dedicated extensively and exclusively to their study. It is a valuable work, which played an important role in the
transmission of this mathematical knowledge to the Spanish-speaking mathematical community. Unfortunately, when
compared with books published in other European countries it is not very original and not completely up to date. Bails
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of negative numbers, he stated:
Here it can be asked whether logarithms of negative values are real, and what is their nature. The answer shall be clear and
to the point. Negative values only differ from positive ones in that they are taken in the reverse way; and since logarithms
refer not to the opposing or contrary nature of values with respect to one another, but solely to what these values are in
themselves, the logarithm of every negative value must be the same as that of the positive value of equal amount.61
In 1712 an argument over the logarithms of negative numbers had arisen between Leibniz and Bernoulli. Leibniz
maintained that they did not exist, while Bernoulli believed that they were equal to those of the positive numbers with
the same absolute value. Bails clearly took the side of Bernoulli. He ignored Euler’s solution, which considered these
logarithms as complex numbers [Naux, 1971, 150–189]. However, Bails was familiar with complex numbers, as is
illustrated by his study of them in Volume II of his Elementos under the section on algebra.
7. Conclusion
The introduction of logarithms into Spanish mathematical texts was not a straightforward process, and logarithms
arrived in Spain with some delay due to the relative backwardness of Spanish mathematics during the 17th and 18th
centuries. The use of logarithms as a tool for arithmetical and trigonometric calculations shows that this delay was not
very significant at the beginning. Some decades after the publication of Napier’s books, teachers such as Sempil and
Carduchi recognised the importance of logarithms as an aid to calculations involving numbers with many digits, and
sought to bring them to a greater audience.
Logarithms began to be more widely used in Spain during the 1670s when the renowned thinker Caramuel and the
well-known teacher and skilled educator Zaragoza explained them in their Spanish texts. At the same time architects,
military men, and navigators began to require more accurate methods of measurement—all of which led to a greater
dissemination and general knowledge of logarithms among Spanish mathematicians.
That the understanding of the relation between logarithms and series, curves, derivatives or integrals in Spanish
texts took a long time to evolve can only be understood by considering the difficulties that calculus had in inte-
grating into Spanish mathematics. In Spain, differential and integral calculus only came to be regarded as important
mathematical fields during the second half of the 18th century. For that reason logarithms could not play a role in
mathematical analysis prior to 1750, but after this date their incorporation occurred quite rapidly. Bails’s book can be
considered as the culmination of this process.
The fact that Spanish authors were somewhat isolated from those areas in which the theory of logarithms had
originated and had been developed meant that news on their progress took some time to filter through. Consequently,
it were those groups with an interest in scientific matters and significant contact with other countries, such as the
Jesuits, the military, the seamen, or, at the end of the period studied, the Spaniards awarded grants to study abroad,
who finally introduced logarithms into Spain. Throughout this period the innovations attributable to Spanish authors
are few and far between, although interesting ideas can be found in the texts of Caramuel and, to a lesser extent, in
those of Zaragoza and Bails.
It should also be noted that the incorporation of the various developments and extensions of the theory of logarithms
was not only delayed but generally incomplete. Although the use of logarithms as an aid to calculation was extensively
studied in the books of Zaragoza and Caramuel, other aspects—such as the logarithmic curve—which were well
developed at the time, were not explained and remained absent from Spanish books for many decades. Something
similar can be said about Bails’s books. Although he devoted much more space to logarithms than the previous Spanish
authors, he failed to incorporate important things written on the topic by Euler and other mathematicians during the
18th century. Moreover, no Spanish mathematician of the same period studied the relation between logarithms and
complex numbers. Several decades were to pass before this subject came to be discussed in Spanish mathematical
61
“Aquí se nos puede preguntar si los logaritmos de las cantidades negativas son reales, o qual es su naturaleza. La respuesta será clara y breve.
Las cantidades negativas sólo se diferencian de las positivas en que se toman al revés que estas: y como los logaritmos no se refieren à la oposición
o modo contrario de ser las cantidades unas respecto a otras, si únicamente a lo que ellas son en sí, el logaritmos de toda cantidad negativa ha de
ser el mismo que el de la cantidad positiva igual con ella” [Bails, 1787, 127].
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beyond the scope of this article.62
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